
Dogwood House LLC announces the Release of Adult
Fantasy Novel Trajelon

Washington, PA, Release: November 24, 2020. For Immediate Release.

Dogwood House LLC launches the second book in adult fantasy series The Way of the Falling 
Star. The first book, released in 2019, set out to reimagine the fantasy genre for the modern era.
Trajelon continues that journey in a dark sequel.

Read more at: alyssabethancourt.com/dogwood-house-books/trajelon/

From author Alyssa Marie Bethancourt: “Adventure stories are everywhere in media, past and 
present – and for good reason. They touch something universal. But what happens after the 
adventure is over and the heroes have to go back to their real lives? We see those stories told far
less often, but they are no less important. No less real. As the heroes of our own stories, we've 
all been there: pulled ourselves through something that took an enormous effort for a major 
payoff, and then it's... over. And then you have to just live. But how? And what if you're no 
longer quite the same person you were before the Event started? While you're trying to figure 
that out, the world does not hold still for you. Neither do the consequences of your decisions.”

The book will be available on shop.aer.io/alyssa_marie_bethancourt, Amazon, and all major 
online book retailers in both eBook and trade paperback format.

As an autistic woman and member of the LGBTQ+ community, Bethancourt began writing 
fantasy at a young age as a way of understanding the bewildering world of human behavior. 
Now she uses her words to explore a world that contextualizes the glorious diversity of human 

https://alyssabethancourt.com/dogwood-house-books/trajelon/
https://shop.aer.io/alyssa_marie_bethancourt


experience and deconstructs the stagnant genre tropes that have become inadequate tools for 
speaking to the dynamic shifts of modern culture.

[Include a call to action and an URL address where the reader can find more information about 
the book or purchase]

The first book in Bethancourt's series, Mornnovin, is praised by Kirkus Reviews: “Readers who 
enjoy detailed worldbuilding will quickly fall in love with this novel.” Trajelon brings the same
quality, style, and focus to a darker story that will speak to all readers who struggle with 
depression and the aftermath of trauma.

Full details about the book and more writing by Bethancourt can be found at: 
alyssabethancourt.com/dogwood-house-books/trajelon/. Pre-order on Amazon today!
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